
found a new party, the fact that the Broederbond won't 
expel renegades from the Nationalist Party means that the 
Nats no Longer have the sole monopoly of the all-powerful 
kingmakers. 

There are pointers every year that liberation is coming 
closer. What was taken a half decade ago is taken for gran
ted I now, the revolution is on. After the brutal slaying of 
our compatriots at Matola, or the ushering in of the Year 
of the Youth South Africa staggered under .such heavy and 
unprecedented - and indeed, daring! - blows delivered by 
MC fighters. This is the Year of Unity in Action and 
there's a deafening and ominous silence that bespeaks a 
terrible storm brewing. Moreover the racists started the 

Chapter 16 

Kramer had waited restlessly for the end of the alert. The siren only 
sounded two hours later, and he immediately hurried down the infirmary 
road to meet Bochow. 

"What do you say?" he asked, as he reached him. They walked up the 
road together, talking in low tones, in such a way as not to attract atten
tion. 

"All 46 have to disappear by this evening. Not one of them is to report 
at Sign 2." 

Kramer had not expected any other decision. 

He merely asked, "Where do we put them?" 

"Any place that offers safe concealment/' replied Bochow. "In the coal 
celler of the bath, in the potato cellar of the kitchen, in a crate or in a binl 
Coal on top, potatoes on top! We'll hide them in the foundation pits 
under the blocks. They must crawl into the drainage ^nab. They can 
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year- on a bad footing by murdering Nei I Aggett in detention, 
causing such a diverse composition of people to come toge
ther where ANC's supremacy was unchallenged. What does all 
this mean? 

It means that the people are not unaware of the might of 
South Africa as r-epresented by the Botha-Ma Ian clique, 
DPSKtMPl notwithstanding* It means the oppressed people's 
ears are glued to the words of our leaders, of Comrade Pre
sident O.R. Tambo when he said, "The enemy is attacking. 
Let us reply." People know it is true what our imprisoned 
leader Nelson Mandela exhorted: "Between the anvil of uni
ted mass action and the hammer of armed struggle we shall 
crush apartheid and white minority racist rule." 

by Bruno Apitz 

vanish into the stables of the Little Camp and we'll give them fake 
numbers. They'll have to put on the same raggedy junk the other inmates 
wear." 

Bochow made a large, circular gesture. "Everywhere, you understand? 
Everything has to be arranged after the evening roll call, when it's dark. 
If any of the 46 can help himself, let him do it." 

Kramer had listened silently; he snorted. This was no easy matter. 

"And if they find any of them?" he asked. 

Bochow stopped. "Listen, Walter..." Bochow spoke still more constrai
nedly. Kramer received the fateful decision in deep earnest. This did not 
surprise him either, it only confirmed the irreversibility of the develop
ment 

When Bochow advised him that from now on he was the direct liaison 
between the ILK and the camp, he only nodded. They walked further. 

"Did you take the child away?" asked Bochow abruptly. 'Tell me, if it 
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was you." 

The question took Kramer by surprise; he had assumed that the ILK was 
behind the disappearance of the child. 

So he only answered, " N o / ' and added: " I would have talked to you 
about it first, frankly and honestly/' 

Bochow had to believe him. 

"How come?" Kram<*r objected. Only now had Bochow's question 
actually sunk in. "Don't you...don't you really know where the kid is?" 

Bochow shook his head and smiled wearily. 

AT THE DOUBLE 

Early in the evening, not an hour before roll call, something unexpected 
happened. Reineboth's nonchalant tones rang through the loud-speakers 
across the camp: Camp senior, listen here! Report at the gate with all 
block seniors! At the double! A number of block seniors were gathered in 
Kramer's room when the announcement came over. Kramer had called 
them in to discuss the question of hiding the threatened men. In Bochow's 
block, he and Runki, who was on the list, were just loosening floor boards 
under the desk, in order to make a trap door into the foundation pit 
where Runki was to hide. 

Now they looked up as they heard Reineboth's voice. Everywhere the 
prisoners were listening, in the blocks, in the camp workshops... 

The announcement was repeated. 

Hurrying out of the blocks, the men summoned assembled at the clerks' 
room in front of Kramer's, surrounded by curious prisoners who happe
ned to be in the camp at the moment. 

What was wrong? Why did the block seniors have to go to the gate? 
Evacuation? As early as today, or tomorrow?... 

Kramer came out with the other block seniors. They formed a line. 
* 

"Comrades," called Kramer, "as usual - quiet, order, discipline. You 
understand?" 

Kluttig, standing at the window in Reineboth's room, saw the troop 
coming up the mustering ground. 

"Tomfoolery," he growled. 

"Diplomacy, technique," Reineboth jeered at the camp fuhrer. 

Kluttig turned harshly from the window. "Far t ! " he characterised 
the commandant, at whose orders the block seniors were reporting. 
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"Smart!" Reineboth corrected, and pulled a mocking face. 

"I'm not going to listen to his eyewash/' snarled Kluttig, and started 
out of the room. 

"He doesn't want you around either, you just cramp his style." Reine
both laughed in an ugly way. 'To each his own. Tomorrow morning the 
fun is yours." He crooked his forefinger meaningly. 

Furious, Kluttig slammed the door behind him. 

The block seniors waited at the gate. Nobody appeared; not even Reine
both came. Kramer kept his eyes on the road opposite the wrought-iron 
gate. He saw Kluttig walking down the road with long strides and dis
appearing behind the commandant's headquarters. A block fuhrer on duty 
was lounging at the window. 

A truck with a covered-wagon top came along the road and stopped at 
the gate. A few SS men got out of the car first, followed by prisoners. 

Kramer's eyes widened. Tensely the block seniors stared throujh the 
gate; why, that was... 

Kramer's heart began to beat violently. They were the prisoners from 
the effects room who had been arrested, and now they were being recei
ved by the block fuhrer. Reineboth appeared and wanted to take over the 
arrivals. At this moment Schwahl stepped out of his headquarters, 
accompanied by Weisangk and the ordinance office' Wittig, and walked 
towards the gate. Reineboth had no more time to bother with the priso
ners, he had them line up at the gate wall and went to meet the com
mandant . 

Schwahl stopped before the prisoners. 

"What's this here?" 

Reineboth reported: "At the command of Haupsturmfuhrer Kluttig, 
nine prisoners and one dead man back to camp from the Gestapo in Wei-
mar. 

"Ah!" said Schwahl, interested. He looked at the prisoners, who had 
laid down a load wrapped in a blanket. 

Kramer's heart nearly stood still. He had not discovered Pippig among 
the arrivals ..But a dead man was lying there... 

Schwahl addressed the prisoners so clearly that even the block seniors 
could not miss his meaning. 

'Thank your lucky stars that you ran into me." He turned to Reinc 
both. "Admit these people to the camp!" Reineboth clicked his heels. 
The block fuhrer unlocked the gate. The prisoners ran past Kramer and 
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the block seniors across the mustering ground. The dead man remained at 
the wall. 

Kramer was confused by the occurrence, but already the commandant 
was walking through the gate and Kramer had to perform his unpleasant 
duty. "Block seniors, attention! Caps off!" he commanded. Schwahl 
waved: "At ease!" 

Reineboth remained in the background, his thumb behind the button 
seam, his fingers drumming. 

Schwahl walked a few paces up and down, then he stood still. With his 
fists on his hips, he stuck his belly out and pulled in his shoulders. 

"I let those people into the camp. Did you see that?" He looked at 
Kramer as he spoke. 

"Yessir," said Kramer. 

"That means nothing else will happen to ; ̂  Is that clear to you?" 
Kramer had to answer again. 

Schwahl took up a picturesque pose before Weisangk and Wittig. "Abso
lutely nothing more will happen to them. I give you my word of honour 
as an officer that the camp will not be evacuated. I will remain until the 
end. If I am still living when the Allies come, I will surrender the camp in 
an orderly manner." He paused and let his eyes travel over the group. 

"Have you all understood me?" The murmured "yessir" of the block 
seniors plumped dully to the ground like a sack. 

Schwahl walked up and down like a lecturer. 

"Foreign broadcasting stations are saying that conditions in Buchenwald 
have improved since I became commandant. I find it gratifying that the 
public has knowledge of this. We do not know what the next few days will 
bring. You are empowered to let your people in the blocks know what I 
have told you, and with confidence in my word of honour to behave with 
quiet discipline whatever may occur. I have received orders from the Rei-
chsfuhrer SS to send prisoners as cleanup commandos to the neighbouring 
localities. The prisoners will get full civilian meals, will be in bombproof 
dugouts during attacks, and will return to the camp when the job is comp
leted. I expect the prisoners to do their duty.'' He remained standing be
fore the group, looked over each of the block seniors, and seemed to be 
finished talking. "Camp senior, order them dismissed!" 

Not a muscle in Kramer's face moved as he turned round to the group 
and gave the command. 

"Caps on1 Detachment, about-face! In step, march!" 
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He was the last to march off, behind the group. A ring of iron gripped 

his breast. Pippig was lying up there... 

Schwahl looked after the marching men. As he was about to go, he 
turned to Reineboth. 

"What's your opinion?" 

Reineboth saluted. "Admire diplomatic shrewdness, Herr Cpmmand-
ant." 

Schwahl thrust his chin out of his collar. Weisangk, following the com
mandant, nudged Reineboth in the belly as he passed. "Ain ' t he a wow?" 

Reineboth smirked. 

Zweiling sat listlessly at his desk. The Jew-brat business had gotten all 
crossed up. Shrewd Reineboth had swept his pieces from the board. Hofel 
ana KropinsKi were in the bunker. Pippig, whom he had meant to keep 
ice as an ersatz for Hofel, was gone. The rest of the commando, since the 
day when the ten men were taken away to Weimar, had slunk around him 
with faces that made it plain what they thought of him. Most repulsive of 
all to Zweilinu was Wurach's crude familiarity. Wurach had been trying 
from the beginning to lick around the commando. But those buggers out 
there had much too subtle an instinct, they seemed to have sniffed out the 
foreign element among them quickly and were giving Wurach a wide 
berth and no openings at all. 

Since Wurach had given him the list of 46 names, he had become more 
and more forward. Only an hour ago he had been in his office again. 

"How're things, Haupscharf uhrer, did you talk to the commandant?" 
Zweiling had hissed at him: "Don't come in here so often, everyone 

notices. When the time comes, something wil l be done for you." 

"But there isn't much time left, Hauptscharfuhrer. I can't stay in the 
camp. If it comes out about that list they'll kill me." 

The man was a millstone around Zweiling's neck. 

"You got to help me, Hauptscharf uhrer. I helped you. It's no soap with 
a discharge, I don't believe in it any more. Any day hell can break loose 
here. You want me to be ruined?" 

To bet rid of the obstructive man, Zweiling had made him the most 
nonsensical promises. He would get him out of the camp in time and 
accomodate him in the SS barracks. Wurach had listened to these assu
rances only half believing in them and yet, out of desperation, clinging 
to them. Now Zweiling had sat behind his desk for quite a while, brood
ing. His mouth gaped and his tongue hung on his underlip. The loophole 
he had wanted to keep open for himself was stopped. He was stuck with 
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his uniform for good. He had made his bed, he had to lie in i t . .die in it... 

Zweiling did not feel very well... 

There was noise outside. People were running about, all talking at once. 
Zweiling sprang up. He stepped quickly out of the room and remained 
flabbergasted at the door. Joyously welcomed by the inmates, the priso
ners from Weimar were standing in the room in front of the long counter. 
They were being embraced and hugged. Wurach seemed more surprised 
than any of them.He clasped every hand and cried out too loudly: "Pals! 
It sure is great that you're back!" 

Zweiling stalked closer, with an insipid expression on his face. 

"Where did you blow in from?" 

The prisoners fell into an embarrassed silence. 

Wurach appointed himself their spokesman. "The Gestapo let them go, 
Hauptscharfuhrer." 

Zweiling could not cope with the awkward silence, the only thing he 
could do in this unexpected situation was to remark vaguely: "So here 
you are again.. Get yourselves shaved. You look f i l thy." 

The prisoners did not answer. They did not want to share their joy wi th 
him. It would have been strange if they did. 

Zweiling retired to his room. For some time he listened to the excited 
din, unable to imagine the circumstances that had led to this surprising 
discharge. Suddenly something occurred to him. He went across to the 
clerks' office where the prisoners were. They came to attention and quie
ted down as he entered. Zweiling stood before Rose, whose face as he 
stared at the Hauptscharfuhrer showed the same wild fear in which he 
had lived until then. Zweiling's eyes wandered over the silent prisoners. 

"But...where is Pippig?" 

They all looked at the floor and said nothing. Only Wurach's eyes 
moved surreptiously. Zweiling turned to Rose. "Well, where is he?" 

Rose's face twisted into an ugly, lachrymose grimace. He gulped a few 
times and was opening his mouth to answer when the loud-speaker crack
led. Reineboth's voice: Two corpse bearers with a stretcher to the gate! 

Rose's face changed, he stuttered: "Herr Hauptscharfuhrer...!...Pippig... 
he..." 

Two copse hearers with a stretcher to the gate! The order was repeated. 
The prisoners raised their eyes to Zweiling. No one said anything. Rose 
swallowed. Zweiling seemed to get the idea. He pushed out his tongue. 

"How come?" he asked idiotically. And after a while, since no one 
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answered him: "What a thing.." 

He shrugged his shoulders and withdrew to his room. 
Slowly, heavily the prisoners moved again, and Rose justified himself 

miserably, his face all broken up: "I...I...H wasn't my fault..." 
The others disregarded his impotent excuses and silently left him to his 

own wretchedness. 
When the early darkness of evening sank over the camp, the decision of 

that noon in the operating room of the infirmary was carried out The 
apparatus worked swiftly, and in bold strokes. The liaison men informed 
the leaders of the resistance groups in the blocks. It was done inconspi
cuously - a few words that anyone could hear, but with the directives of 
the ILK smuggled in between. 

Stage-two alarm! No member of the resistance groups was permitted to 
leave the block from now on, they must all be ready for anything. They 
knew what it was about 

Block seniors in the stables of the Little Camp had been forewarned. 
New inmates were pushed into the pinched and overcrowded quarters. 
They came from the infirmary. Kohn and his medics had made them un
recognizable with head bandages. In their tattered rags they looked no 
different from the rest. Others of the 46 death candidates had hunted up 
their own hiding places. Proll had already been in the Little Camp in the 
afternoon and looked around. Now he was taking leave of Kramer. "Go 
ahead, boy," Kramer said, "it's sure not to take long, and we'll yet you 
out.." 

A German block clerk and two Polish room attendants from one of the 
stables in the Little Camp were waiting for Proll. In an open place on the 
grounds, to one side of the barracks, Proll had discovered a drain shaft 
under the broken stones. A torn straw sack soiled by excrement lay near 
by; it had been thrown out of one of the stables once, and forgotten. 
Immediately Proll had realized what a good hiding place this was. The 
block clerk wanted to have nothing to do with it but Proll insisted on 
concealing himself there, and now his helpers were waiting for him in the 
darkness. They had already removed the cover from the shaft, and when 
Proll turned up his disappearance was effected in a few minutes. The shaft 
into which Proll stepped was a vertical opening five feet deep, over the 
sewerage pipe that led from the camp to the clarifying plant. Proll could 
only stand with spread legs on the edges of the waste pipe, and had to pull 
his head in so that the cover could be replaced. The Poles hastily threw 
broken stones over it, put the straw sack on top, and hastened back into 
their stable. Now Proll was alone and left to himself. He had a feeling of 
absolute safety, and experimented to find the most comfortable position. 
He had a heel of bread in either pocket of his coat. 

The feculent waste water gurgled between his legs, and if it had not been 
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for the stench it would have sounded as lovely and as cheerful to Proll as a 
babbling brook. With a touch of gallows humourhemade the acquaintance 
of his dungeon. It's a handy place for shitting anyway." he said to himself, 
and prepared for a long stay. 

Kramer had planned hiding places for a few of the threatened men, and 
had also helped to conceal them. At his orders Bogorski had got prisoners 
from the shower commando to prepare a hiding place in the coal cellar 
that afternoon. A cave had been hollowed out in the pile of coal which 
could accomodate a quickly improvised cage of laths. Cleverly and skil
fully, the prisoners had constructed a well camouflaged ventilator out of 
an old length of drain pipe. One of the threatened men crawled into this 
cage. Coal piled on top of it made it impossible to detect the place. It was 
simpler in the potato cellar of the kitchen. Here it was enough to push a 
large crate under the heap of potatoes. Breathable air came in through the 
cellar's ventilating system. When Kramer walked through the camp later 
on and whistled the evening curfew, the action was all over. Every one of 
the death candidates had vanished. With nerves and limbs sapped, Kramer 
then entered the commandees' Block 3, where he had his bunk. The priso
ners quartered there had not yet gone to sleep. In great suspense they 
surrounded Kramer, who sat down heavily on the bench at the table. 

"Did it go all right?" Wunderlich asked. Krame' gave no answer. He 
untied his shoelaces. There was a surliness about his silence. But the pri
soners knew him much too well to misunderstand his behavior, which was 
only a reaction to his previous tension. 

After a while Kramer said: " I f we get through tomorrow..." The rest 
was lost in a heavy sigh. Kramer pushed his shoes under the bench. 

Wunderlich was standing before him. " I don't know if it's true, Walter, 
but they're saying up there that the evacaut ion is to start tomorrow..." 

Kramer looked questioningly at Wunderlich, who shrugged his should 
ders. None of the inmates around Kramer said anything. Whatever they 
may have felt was expressed in their silence. And where should they have 
found words to say the incomprehensible? It was not the evacuation alone 
that silenced the people but the scarcely credible fact that the coming 
events were the beginning of the end. How many thousands of days and 
nights had had to sink into the eternity of their existence in the camp, 
before one single night suddenly stemmed the drift into nothingness? 
Since it was impossible to imagine, speech also failed. 

Even Kramer found no words big enough to express the unimaginable. 
" I t had to come some ti;oe..." was all he said as he got up and took off his 
jacket. Since there was nothing more to say, Kramer remarked: "Let'sgo 
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to sleep, that's the best thing we can do.. ." 

The first faint glimmers of morning waked the fourth of Apri l , 1945, a 
Wednesday. The door of Block 3 opened and Kramer came out into the 
damp, harsh air. It was drizzling. The early hour struggled to free itself 
from the blackness of night. The watchtowers stood stark. The red lamps 
along the wire glowed reticently, like eyes secretly watching. The muste
ring ground stretched wide and empty, the gate building whitening at the 
upper end. The trees that remained of the forest rose black and stiff in the 
dimness between night and morning. Shivering, Kramer turned up his coat 
collar and pulled the signal whistle out of his pocket. 

The shrill reveille startled the silence. Kramer tramped through the 
camp. The prisoners from the kitchen, who had to begin the day even 
earlier, took the wake-up signal as their cue to get the ersatz coffee cont
ainers ready. The blocks had already come to life. Beds were being made 
and in the wash shed prisoners naked from the waist up crowded around 
the sinks. Room attendants called into the confusion: "Coffee servers, 
get going!" People began to move along the paths between the blocks. 
Wooden shoes clumped. Troops of coffee servers came from every direc
tion towards the kitchen, crowded around the entrance, and then formed 
the usual line for receiving coffee. The kitchen Kapo and his assistants 
called out the blocks one by one. The containers clattered. 

Bustle, life, movement, rehearsed and disciplined for years, and no dif
ferent from other days. But today the hubbub of morning was super
imposed on a special tension. They all spoke to one another in low tones. 
Quite a few block seniors had disappeared overnight. As if it were a matter 
of course, *!.« block clerk or one of the room attendants took over the 
functki.is of the missing man. Everyone knew what had happened in the 
night, and as if by secret arrangement they pretended there was nothing 
unusual about it. Now and again and as if it were casually, a remark was 
thrown out: "Wonder how today is going to end..." Among the members 
of the resistance groups in the various blocks - each group had only five 
members, including the leader - the feeling of solidarity was bedded in a 
silence evpn deeper than usual. Stage-two alarm! 

Ncxi to military training, the most important obligation of the men in 
the illegal apparatus was to work constantly on developing consciousness 
and a spirit of comradeliness in their fellow inmates. It had not always 
been easy. In that hodgepodge of humanity there were quite a few people 
who were no good; some were cowardly or even deceitful and only con
cerned with their own advantage. Such people "didn't want to have to 
do" with anything, and either isolated themselves or were isolated by the 
others. But on this particular morning the effect of the educational work 
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was apparent as was the power of human nature in situations where it was 
important to hang together. They all felt linked with one another. 
Especially in tiie blocks where one or more of the vanished death candi
dates were hiding, a quiet understanding prevailed among the block in
mates: All for one and one for all! They concealed the slight nervousness 
that afflicted them all, but felt almost physically that this day would bring 
decisions that would not affect the 46 alone. The approaching end fused 
everyone's consciousness into one. Much as they differed from one 
another in personal courage, hope, confidence or fear, t' s morning 
welded them all together in a fateful singleness. And as the light of dawn 
quivered outside and the time for roll call had come, the lines formed and 
the marching step of the columns, platoon after platoon, block after block 
moving up the hill, today was different. The step of thousands was 
sombre, firm and determined. 

The mustering ground filled and the giant square formed up man next to 
man, silent and expectant. Thousands of eyes were directed towards the 
gate, where Reineboth was setting up the microphone stand, and Wei-
sangk, the camp fuhrer, could be seen with the detested block fuhrers, 
coarse and cynical bullies. 

Kramer gave Reineboth the camp's attendance list. The troop of block 
fuhrers dispersed to the various block squares to make their count. What 
would happen now? 46 were missing at roll call! That had never occured 
in the camp yet! Would a tempest break loose The prisoners held their 
breath. They listened to their own silence, listened on all sides. The 
tension wasas rigid as steel cable just before it breaks. Why didn't any of 
the block fuhrers burst into yells? 

With his back to the lined-up blocks, Kramer stood in his usual position 
apart from the others. He had a feeling of immense emptiness behind him, 
as if he were standing all alone on the broad square. He tested the condi
tion of his nerves and muscles. How was the heart? Calm. Were his arms as 
heavy as lead? Was there pressure in the stomach region? Nothing of the 
sort. His lungs inhaled e/enly. Well, fine. He waited. Why wasn't Kluttig 
there to receive the attendance report? Here and there behind him Kramer 
heard the voice of a block senior: "Block 16, a tt en-shun. Caps off! Block 
16 with 353 prisoners reporting for roll call..." 

"Block 38, attention! Block 38 with 802 prisoners reporting for roll 
call. One is missing." 

That was Bochow's voice! For a few seconds Kramer held his breath. 
What was happening behind his back now? He had an irresistible urge to 
turn around; listening was no longer enough. 
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Bochow was absolutely fearless as he reported Runki's absence. "His" 

block fuh:er, for whom he lettered the little mottoes, only looked up 
briefly fron the block book in which he noted the figures and asked 
without surprise: "Where is he?" "I don't know." Nothing further was 
said. 

Suddenly the idea shot up in Bochow: they've received instructions) 

SUCCOUR TO FREEDOM 
Let me on the wings of his heart perch 

...facing the East... 

Let me on the flaps of his ears cling 

...attuning to the political oracle... 

Let me on his eye lids hand 

...beholding the vision... 

Let me on his eye lids hang 

...gaining words of sustenance... 

Let me his warmth feel 

...to enwarm his modesty... 

From the East will I gain the true gem of mother earth 

From the political oracle will I enbrim my wanting vessels 

From seeds of his eye will I be led to a lily fie Id of freedom 

From his tongue will I gain key words to jig-saws of the world 

From his temperature will I survive finest deserts and repellent fogs 

Luthuli's image and Kotane's prophecy to lead me to green pastures 

-Ndabtzitha Klmzwayo 
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